Fib Sequence
Angelic Intervention
He’s
in
kitchen
swearing at
a humongous fly
that has been bugging him for days.

She
does
not like
to bother
angels for small things.
Clipping wings not angel duty?

She’s
in
other
room reading,
hears him cursing fly,
signals her angels to help him.

Can
you
rely
on angels
for such deeds if they
have more important things to do?

The
fly
circles
her head as
he chases his prey.
He swats fly on nearby window.

She
is
angel
trainee. She
is learning to ask
for help and protection for all.

What
if
she did
not call for
angels to help him?
Buzzing fly would outrage him more?

She
does
not know
all the rules.
She is still learning.
She’s still in Angel 101.

Fib Sequence: Like a series there
are several Fibs together. A sequence
can be used to tell a story. Syllable
Count: 1-1-2-3-5-8 each stanza. They
can be centered or flush left.
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Sitting Near a Garden Overlooking Waverly Lake
-1-

-5-

Eight
ducks
orange
beak and feet
poke at lawn, nibble
feathers. They watch people fishing.

Pairs
stroll
hand in
hand, joggers
picnickers, fishers
surround lake like loose necklace beads.

-2-

-6-

Ducks
fly
at once
flapping and
squawking across lake.
Solo silent paddler follows.

My
tanned
grandson
fishes, feels
tugs slip off like worms.
He finds only smelly goose egg.

-3-

-7-

Flocks
of
black and
brown birds peck
lawn clovered like spilled
popcorn. Birds rocket, scattering.

Two
ducks
mallards
single file
waddle garden path
beside blooms until out of sight.

-4-

whitely clover
pops spritely from lawn
spilled popcorn

Two
teen
boys walk
strut-butting
cigarette suckers
waft smoker. Two boy bikers clearbreathe.

Fib Sequence: Numbered sections and
ending with a haiku
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Davinci Days Observations
Kinetic Sculpture Team

Sidelined Racer

The
crew
on the
kinetic
sculptures are called
barnacles for land or water.

Green
wig
three-wheel
bike, teddy
bear, umbrella on
handle bars, he watches the race.

Mousetrap

Aerialist of Cabrini Performance Troupe

Like
a
gerbil
a woman
walks inside a wheel
on road, mud bog, sand dune, river.

Hung
on
curtain
or from rings
like a slinky toy
they bounce and swing, twisting about.

At the Poetry Slam

Kinetic Sculpture Awards

A
blind
woman
using cane
helped by a friend speaks
a simple poem to great applause.

Gold
coin
nugget,
cash, time clock,
space ship paver, gag
gifts from their community.

On a Pedi-Cab Bike
I
see
sidewalk
chalk art etched
along the straight route.
James and Grandpa hustle in step.

Fib Sequence with subtitles.
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